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RePed. A TOOL FOR CHECKING, EXPLORING AND 
DEBUGGING PEDIGREES 

J.A. Baro de la Fuente, R. Álvarez, C.E. Carleos, D. García, 
H. Lamelas 

lntroduction 

The purpose of this paper is to present a 
software too! that analyses large pedigrees 
formatted as data files with an individual
father-mother structure . 

The main problems addressed were the 
complexity of fami ly links and memory 
allocation. This large pedigree files also 
need an efficient and info1mative error test. 
Finally. sorne other utilities were added to 
deal with subpedigrees and genotypes. 

Methods 

RePed is a tool developed for checking, 
exploring and debugging pedigrees. RePed 
tasks are performed through use of a struc
tured type consisting on an integer for the 
numerical identity of the animal (automati
cal ly set by the program), a string of charac
ters for its alphaoumerical identity, a rea l 
value for 1he inbreeding coeffici ent and two 
pointers to strutured type for the sire and 
dam of the an imal. This pointer structure 
provides an interpret¡¡tion of the pedigree ¡¡s 
an oriented graph, defined as the graph for
med by the union of a set of oriented binary 
trees.\\ 

There are two types of input files for 
RePed: 

J. Ped igree fi les: These are fil es with at 
least three alphanumerical columns: the alp-

hanumericaJ identity of an animal, of its sire 
and of its dam. A fourth column can be 
added containing the animal genotype. 

2. Data files: These are fi les with the 
alphanumerical identity of an animal in the 
first colurnn and the second column may 
contain the alphanumerical identity of the 
individual's dam. 

After readiog al i data, non-informative 
animals are deleted from pedigree. An ani
mal is considered non-informative when it 
is repeated or when it is a generic, unknown 
animal. 

Animals are allocated within the structu
red vector by first pi ling up the ttuee iden
tity columns and simultaneously fetching 
each individual's sire and dam. 

Error detection and correction 

When aU animals are stored in the structu
red vector. a pedigree depuratioo is perfor
med to detect the fo llowing types of errors: 

J. Non consisten! records: Repeated ani
ma Is with different sets of parents, self-sire, 
or self-dam individuals. 

2. Sex errors: An animal is found in both 
sire 's column and dam one. 

3. Circular pedigree: A circular pedigree 
error is found when an animal appears as its 
own ancestor. 
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Non cons.istent records and sex errors 
may be automatically corrected and the 
pedigree file may be overwritten with a 

corrected one. There is a choice of imple
mented correction policies: suspicious ani
mals are prefixed by O, o r substituted by 
generic animals. 

Circular pedigree errors cannot be auto
matica l ly corrected. As this error must be 
corrected to avoid infinite loops during the 
execution of the program, an ascii-art sub
tree of the circular path is written on an 

enor file. to guide the user for manual 
correction. 

Each e rror condition (corrected or not) is 
documented and collected in a detailed 
report file. 

When a pedigree has no errors, it may be 
analysed using genetic diversity coeffi
cients. lmplemented coefficients are imbre
eding coefficient F, effecti ve number of 
founders f ,, effective number of ancestors J;, 
and average relatedness AR. 

Inbreeding coefficient 

The inbreeding coeffic ie nt may be de fi 
ned as the probability of being iclentical-by
descent (IBD) ho mozygous. This may be 
achieved by use of the subpedigree contai
ning ali of an individual's ancestors, i.e., the 
oriented subtree that has this individual as 
vertex. 

There are two methods to calculate the 
inbreeding coefficie nt: 

l. Firs t one involves searching for ali 
possible paths be tween an animal's s ire i,. 
and dam id passing through a common 
ancestor o f Í

5 
and id AN. On ly paths verif

ying that the intersection of the set formed 
by anima ls in the path from i

5 
to AN path 

and the set formed by anima Is in the path 

from id to AN path is the common ancestor 
AN will be considered as valid ones. 

Using graph theory notation: 

ANE(f(i) ur2(i
5

) U ... UP's(i_) )n(r(i) 

Uf2(id) u ... urn, (id)), 

with f(i ) = {is, id] = ( parents of i vertex) = 
= ( vertex fo llowing i]. 

The contribution to the inbreeding coeffi
cient of each path takes the value 

( J ) "' ~ l ( 1 + F(AN(j))), where F(AN(j)) is the 

inbreeding coefficient o f the j-th cornmon 
ancestor of i and id and n is the total num-

s J 
ber of vertices in is to id path through AN(j), 

i.e ., n = #C ANr ·¡+ #C A"l .J' with C . being j Is. j Id. 1v1J fJ 
the path between vertex i and vertex). 

Inbreeding coefficient is the sum over ali 
common ascendents of this parcial contribu
tions. 

2. The second method is based on coan
cestry. Letting A and B be i_, parents and C 
and D be id ones (A, B, C and D are the 4 
grandparents of selected animal i), then the 
inbreeding coefficient of animal i will be 

F(i)=f(i,, id)= 7 f(A,C) + 7 f(A,D) + 

+ ~ f(B,C) + 7 j(B,D). 

This second method allows an easy 
impleme ntation, but requires the construc
ti on of the coancestry matrix and me rnory 
allocation for large pedigree files. 

RePed follows the tírst method. The stra
tegy is as follows: 

l . Firstly a li common ancestors of each 

couple (is, id) have to be found . Let $V i.k be 
the inte rsecti on of i's ancestors and k 's des
cendents , i.e. 

vi.k= {JIJE( f 1(i)Uf 2(i) u ... Uf"1 (i)) 

n(r-1(k) ur-2 (k) u ... u P1 (k))}. 
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2. Let V AN(Jl = V is.AN(j) U V id.AN(}J be the 
binary subtree of interesting vertices related 
to ancestor AN(j). Then set 

v = U v f\Nl'l 
AN(j) I 

wi 11 be the set of vertices for obtaining the 
inbreeding coefficient of individual i. Ali 
superflous and non informative branches 
have been deleted. 

3. Now, AN(j)'s inbreeding coefficient 
must be evaluated Vj. lf they are not calcu
lated yet, make a recursive ca ll to inbree
ding coefficient calculation 's subroutine. 

4. Not ali paths between i, to i,¡ through 
common ancestor AN(j) are pertinent. Only 
paths verifying ci,.AN(j)n CÍJ.AN(j) =AN(j)} 
are required. 

Finally, the inbreeding coefficient will be 
obtained as: 

Effective number of founders 

Effecti ve number of founders is a genetic 
diversity coeffic ient (MEUWISSEN and Luo 
1992) defined as the number of equally con
tributing founders that would be expected to 
produce the same genetic diversity as in the 
popuJation under study. A founder is defined 
as every individual with unknown parents in 
the population under study. 

Any gene randomly sampJed at any auto
somal locus of a given individual has a pro
bability + of orig inating from its sire and a 
probabi lity + of originating from its dam, 
and, in general, a probabi lity ( + )" of origi
nati ng from one an imal in l''(i) (anima ls + 

on the n-th previous generation). Under this 
hypothesis a probabi 1 ity of gene origin q(i) 
can be calcuJated for every animal i in the 
pedigree. 

The sum over ali population founders of 
the probability of gene fulfills 

¿:q(i) =l. 
{1/i ll1um.k r} 

The coeffic ient proposed by LACY and 
RüCHAM BEAU for genetic variability measu
rement was 

f- 1 
with B= {k/ r(k)=0 } 

·e- _¿ q(i}1 
iEJJ 

The algorithm used for ca lculating the 
probabilities of gene origin q(i) (8 01CHARD 
et al.) are detailed below: 

1. Define the population under study, i.e. 
the group of N animals carrying the gene 
pool of interest. 

2. Initialize a vector q with l for an imals 
in the population under study and with O 
otherwise. 

3. Process pedigree file counter genera
tion wise 

q(k) = q(k) ++ q(i), VkE I'(i) 

4. Divide vector q by the population size 
N 

Finall y,fe = ~ with 8 = { k/ r(k)=0 } 
L..q(i)2 
iEll 

Effective number of ancestors 

An important limitation of the effective 
number of founders is that it ignores poten
tial bott lenecks in the pedigree, i.e. , it does 
not take account of the possibility of a popu-
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lation formed by fullsibs of unrel ated 
parents. In such case,fc, will be equal to 2" if 
n-th prev ious generation were considered 
although genetic diversity may be explained 
by only two individuals. 

The effective number of ancestors coeffi
cient tries to overcome this problem looking 
for the minimum number of ancestors (foun
ders or not) needed to explain the genetic 
diversity observed in the population . 

Ancestors are selected on the basis of 
their expected genetic contribution. As 
ancestors may not be founders, the may be 
related , so the sum of probabilities of gene 
origin q over all founders may be greate r 
than 1, and indication that so rne redundant 
information must be eliminated. 

A new probability vector must be defi
ned , p , such that p(i) is the contribution of 
individual i to genetic diversity not yet 
explained by the other ancestors (marginal 
contribution of the ancestor i). 

Probability vector p could be derived 
from q, eliminating redundancies. 

The algorithm used for the calculation of 
the effective number of ancestors is the 
following: 

1. Define the population under stud y. 
i.e. , the group of N animals carrying the 
gene pool of interest. 

2. Assume that first k-1 most important 
ancestors are already found. 

3. Delete pedigree information (s ire and 
dam in formation) for the k-1 ancestors alre
ady found. 

4. lnitialize a vector q wíth 1 for anima Is 
in the population under study and with O 
otherwise 

S. lnítialí ze another vector a with 1 for 
the k-1 alreacly selected ancestors and with 
O otherwise. 

6. Process the pedigree counter-genera
tion-wise 

q(k) = q(k)+ T q(i), V kET(i) 

7. Process the file generatíon-wise 

a(i) = a(i)+ T a(k), V kEí(i) 

8. Compute the marginal contributíon p(i) 
by substracting the contributions of the ances
tors airead y se lected: p(i) = q(i)( J-a(i)). 

9. Selec t the k-th ancestor: $i, / p(ik) > 
p(i). Vi 

JO. Goto 3. 

Finally divide vector p by N Then the 
effective number of ancestors wíll be 

fc,= ~ with B=(k/ f(k)=0 } 
L., p(i )" 
iE/J 

Average relatedness 

Average relatedness (AR) is a genetic 
diversity coefficient as detined by J.P GtTIÉ
RR EZ and J. CAÑ ÓN (personal comm unica
tion ). Average realtedness takes account not 
only of coancestry but al so of inbreecling, so 
it can be used either as a genetic variability 
index oras a measurement to compare inbre
eding between two populations. 

A vec tor c containing average re lated
ness coefficients is defi ned as 

c'= _.'._ J ' A 
" ' 

with A being the coancestry matri x. 

The algorithm to obtain c is shown 
below: 

1. lnitiali ze c = 1 
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2. Process pedigree file counter genera
tion wise 

c(k) = c(k )+ + c(i), V kEf(i) 

3. Divide c by the population size 

If i is a founder, AR(i) = c(i). But if i is an 
ancestor but not a founder, we need to relate 
the i-th individual with the rest of the popu
lation except its progeny. This can be done 
by adding c(i) half of the "free" contribution 
of its parents: 

c(i) = c(i) + + [c(i
5
)- +(!+FU,)) c(i)] + 

+ + [c(i)- + (l+F(i))c(i)], 

where F(j) is the inbreed ing coefficient of 
thej-th animal. 

Other utilities 

RePed includes sorne other utilities. 

The program may create subpedigrees 
for a given data set (read from a data file) 
and a master pedigree file by recursively 
including all ancestors ofthe animals on the 
data set to an animal-sire-dam structure. A 
pedigree created this way is the minimal 
complete pedigree containing ali data file 
individuals. 

RePed can also recodify pedigree and 
data files, subtituting alphanumeric identi-

ties by numeric ones. This numeric identi
ties are automaticaly set in a generation 
wise-order. This assingment method assures 
that every ancestor of an animal will have a 
numerical identity less than the selected ani
mal one. 

Compatibility of genotypes in data can 
also be studied. There is a preliminar 
genotype compatibility check which com
pares every animal's genotype with its 
parents' one. 

After this preliminar checking, unknown 
genotypes can be determined using infor
mation provided by animal 's pro gen y. If this 
check does not obtain animal's genotype, a 
second one using its parent's genotype 
could be applied. 
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